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Reading in Critical Theory
Steven Mailloux

Jane P. Tompkins, ed., Reader-Response Criticism: From Formalism to
Post-Structuralism

Baltimore and London: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1980.
xxvi + 275 pages
The cartoon on the cover of Reader-Response Criticism shows two people
reading over the shoulders of a third person. Each reader is responding
differently to the text-one onlooker is laughing, the other crying, and the

holder of the book seems absorbed but otherwise unexpressive. This
cartoon nicely captures a central problem addressed by reader-response
critics: How can we explain different responses to the same literary work? I
will return to this question below, but I would first like to re-use the
cartoon as an emblem for my own comments on Reader-Response Criticism.
The three pictured responses to one book suggest that a text can offer
several readings to its interpreters. In what follows I will discuss the three
ways Reader-Response Criticism asks to be read: as an introduction to a new
critical approach; as a metacritical description of that approach; and as a
critique of the approach and the critical tradition out of which it emerges.
Jane Tompkins' excellent collection is above all a useful introduction to
current talk about readers in literary theory, talk that supports a new focus

on readers reading in practical criticism. Within the Anglo-American
tradition, twentieth-century intrinsic criticism successfully displaced a

reader-oriented emphasis in favor of exclusive attention to the

autonomous literary text. Though I. A. Richards, Kenneth Burke, Louise

Rosenblatt, and D. W. Harding kept the reader from completely
disappearing during the hegemony of New Critical formalism, the

prohibition against the "Affective Fallacy" did suppress talk about readers
in both critical theory and practice. Tompkins' anthology shows how the
reader appeared prominently once again in critical discourse. She reprints
MLN Vol. 96 Pp. 1149-1159
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the reader to the workings of the text as he leaves behind his own
preconceptions. In doing so, the reader thinks the thoughts of another; he
"internalizes" the ideas of the author in a process ultimately different from

what Poulet describes.

Iser's essay provides a wide-ranging theoretical discussion of his
phenomenological approach to reader-response criticism. The genera

nature of the discussion leaves many questions unanswered; for example:
How does the "written part" of the text impose what Iser calls "limits on its

unwritten implications"? What exactly is the relation between
"configurative meaning" and "illusion"? Iser answers these and other
questions in the most detailed presentation of his model, The Act of Reading,

a book which continues this essay's strategy of offering a little something

for everybody in current literary theory.1 There are interpretive
constraints in the text (schematized views, textual perspectives) for
traditional formalists and there are spaces encouraging a reader's

interpretive freedom (textual gaps or blanks) for the champions of the
reader. There is determinacy (the written part of the text) for objective
critics and indeterminacy (the unwritten part of the text) for deconstructionists. There are idiosyncratic components to response (individual dispositions) for psychological reading theorists and intersubjective components (the repertoire) for sociological reading theorists. There is also a
temporal as well as a spacial model of interpretation. And finally the book
(though not the essay) provides both a privatized view of reading and a
social context for the literary work. The fact that critical theorists as dif-

ferent as Monroe Beardsley and Hans-Robert Jauss have found Iser's
reading model attractive testifies to the persuasive success of his multi-

faceted project. I have elsewhere argued that this very success works
against Iser's actual importance for initiating change in contemporary
literary study.2

Along with Iser, Stanley Fish and Jonathan Culler are probably the
reader theorists most widely read in the United States. Fish's "Literature in
the Reader: Affective Stylistics" presents a temporal reading model which
calls attention to the sequence of acts performed by the reader in response
to the text. Fish has used this model in several impressive examples of
practical criticism, especially Surprised by Sin and Self-Consuming Artifacts. 3

"Literature in the Reader" explains the assumptions underlying these
descriptions of "the structure of the reader's experience." Fish here

defines "the reader" as "the informed reader," one whose linguistic and
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There appears to be a problem here. In section III Fish abandons
descriptive claims but in section IV he is back describing the reading
process. How can Fish claim to describe reading when he has just said that
such descriptions are disguised interpretations that fill the category of
"reading" rather than capturing some pre-existent process? Fish does not
give his reader much help here. However, the solution to the problem turns
out to be simple: both the third and fourth sections consistently talk about
interpretation, but the interpreter discussed changes. In section III the
interpreter is the critic whose interpretation constitutes the text, the
reading experience, or the author's intention. In section IV the interpreter
is the reader whose interpretive strategies constitute the text he is reading.
In other words, in the third section reading is an object of interpretation,

and in the final section reading is interpretation. Thus, the reader of

"Interpreting the Variorum" has had to make three major adjustments in
following Fish's argument: sections I and II encourage the reader to accept

Affective Stylistics as the most privileged, most objective of critical
approaches; section III then asks the reader to give up the priority of

Affective Stylistics and see it as a critical interpretation that creates what it
previously (in sections I and II) claimed to describe; and finally section IV
requires the reader to move from criticism back to reading in order to see
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individual reader. This new tale is a narrative about the transformations of

the reader reading. From the perspective offered in the concluding three
essays by Fish, Michaels, and Tompkins, Reader-Response Criticism is a
complex discussion and illustration of the various ways "the reader" can be

used as an interpretive device. "The reader" now becomes either a
category in literary theory filled by the interpretive assumptions of different

reader-response critics or a tool in practical criticism for talking about the
literary work. With the reader serving as a theoretical category, the essays

change into a procession of the reader's different disguises-formalist,
semiotic, phenomenological, psychoanalytic, and structuralist-concluding
with the reader's unmasking in post-structuralism. Reader-response critics
fill the category of the reader differently according to the interpretive
assumptions of their different theoretical discourses. This means that the

"reading process" is not prior to and independent of those discourses;
rather, as interpretation, reader-response theory constitutes the process it
claims to be neutrally describing. Portraying "the reader" as a theoretical
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American critical tradition and on reader criticism itself because of what
both continue to exclude from critical discourse.

In her essay, Tompkins shows how New Criticism established the
priority of textual explication for literary study in the twentieth century.
New Critics viewed the text as a possessor of structured meaning and then
privileged the critical activity which discovered that meaning. Current

American criticism has simply assumed this privileging of critical
interpretation. As Tompkins puts it, "What is most striking about

reader-response criticism and its close relative, deconstructive criticism, is
their failure to break out of the mold into which critical writing was cast by
the formalist identification of criticism with explication." I do not entirely

agree with Tompkins here. Reader-response criticism does in fact suggest
some alternatives to the traditional projects of American criticism. Citing
just those critics anthologized, Holland and Bleich's psychological studies

of reading do not easily fit into the traditional mold, and Culler has
explicitly rejected explication as the most important critical activity in favor

of a literary theory that describes how readers and critics make sense of
texts.10 Still, the main point of Tompkins' assertion is well-taken: the most

influential reader-response critics-e.g., Iser and early Fish-are those

who apply their approaches in critical interpretations. Indeed,

reader-oriented criticism tends toward business as usual within the

institution of literary studies. For those who seek to change the institut
reader-response criticism and theory is ultimately a disappointment.
The most disturbing fact about current reader-oriented criticism is
strikingly depoliticized nature. In a footnote to her introduction, Tompk

mentions German reception aesthetics-especially the work of Ha

Robert Jauss-among the significant omissions from her anthology, an
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"situation in the world."1 The result is that "the text becomes idealized,

essentialized, instead of remaining as the very special kind of cultural
object which it really is, with a causation, persistence, durability, and social
presence quite its own." Some of the questions Said wants answered can
only be approached through a truly historical and materialistic reception
aesthetics based on a politically-articulate reader-response criticism: How
is the literary text "a monument, a cultural object sought after, fought
over, possessed, rejected, or achieved in time"? What is the range of the
text's authority? "Why does a text enjoy currency at one time, recurrency
at others, oblivion at others?"12 These and other political questions are not
answered nor even asked by most reader-response critics.

However, I cannot leave this charge without mentioning an implicit
defense supplied by Tompkins' "The Reader in History." The reading
models proposed in Reader-Response Criticism suggest that reading takes
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place in a political vacuum; that is, they

process with no political constraints
specifically point this out, but she d
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twentieth centuries literature and social life became more and more

separated. The questions addressed by reader-response criticism

Tompkins argues, "do not arise until artistic activity has become cut
from the centers of political life and the art product loses its powe

influence public opinion on matters of national importance." Suc

argument can be used to justify the apolitical reading models of cur

reader criticism: these models merely reflect the privatized,

"contemplative" reading experiences of modern times. But has literature
really been politically and socially impotent during the last 180 years?
More exactly, have reading experiences truly taken place in a political or
social vacuum? Tompkins' own exceptional work on Uncle Tom's Cabin13
testifies against her argument here; as does the phenomena of political and

ethical censorship by local school boards and national authoritarian

governments.

Less debatable are Tompkins' concluding remarks on power relations.
In the last pages of "The Reader in History," she shifts her attention from
reader-response criticism to the metacritical theory in Fish's and Michaels'
essays (which I described in my second reading above). Tompkins defines
this theory as based on the belief that all language "is constitutive of the

reality it purports to describe." A study of language grounded in this
assumption "necessarily takes on a political character." As Tompkins

persuasively argues, such a study in critical theory must be concerned with
"the relations of discourse and power." More specifically: "What makes

one set of perceptual strategies or literary conventions win out over
another? If the world is the product of interpretation, then who or what
determines which interpretive system will prevail?" These are important
questions, not only for reader-response critics but, as Tompkins suggests,
for all literary theorists.
Given all or any of the three readings I have proposed, Reader-Response
Criticism stands out as a significant contribution to contemporary critical
theory. A high compliment paid to editors of such volumes is that they not
only present an approach but also give their readers tools for evaluating it.

Jane Tompkins accomplishes this task admirably for reader-response
criticism and for the critical tradition it both revises and maintains.
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